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Abstract
Retinal prostheses have been developed to restore vision in blind patients suffering from such
diseases as retinitis pigmentosa. In our previous studies, we developed a retinal prosthesis called
dye-coupled film by chemical coupling of photoelectric dyes, which absorb light and then generate
electrical potential, with a polyethylene film surface. The dye-coupled film is nontoxic, and we
recovered the vision of a monkey with macular degeneration. The amount of dye on the
dye-coupled film, however, decreased to one-third after five months in the monkey’s eye. The
photoelectric dye consists of a cation with photoresponsivity and a bromide ion (Br−). Therefore,
an anion-exchange reaction could be applied to the dye-coupled film to improve its durability. In
this study, the anion-exchange reaction was conducted using bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)imide
ion (TFSI−), which has lower nucleophilicity than Br−. First, the long-term durability was
examined without using animal subjects and in a short period. Subsequently, an elemental analysis
was performed to confirm the exchange between Br− and TFSI−, and chemical properties, such as
photoresponsivity and durability, before and after the anion exchange, were evaluated. It was
quantitatively confirmed that the long-term durability of dye-coupled films can be evaluated in an
in vitro environment and in a short period of one-thirtieth by utilizing a saline solution at 60 ◦C,
compared with an in vivo environment. In addition, the durability of the dye-coupled film with
TFSI− was improved to 270%–320% compared with that of the dye-coupled film with Br−.

1. Introduction

The retina consists of a photoreceptor cell layer, a
bipolar cell layer, and a ganglion cell layer. The hori-
zontal and amacrine cells are arranged in the dir-
ection perpendicular to the bipolar cells within the
bipolar-cell layer. The photoreceptor cell layer is the
starting point of vision because it receives the light
entering the eye and then generates an electrical sig-
nal, that is, depolarization due to the decrease in the
release of glutamate, thereby leading to the activ-
ation of the bipolar cell. The loss of the photore-
ceptor cell layer causes retinitis pigmentosa, a disease
that causes blindness [1, 2]. Retinal prostheses, which
can provide electrical stimulation to living retinal tis-
sues in substitution for the photoreceptor cell layer,

have been developed to treat retinitis pigmentosa
(figure 1(a)).

In the USA, the Argus II retinal prosthesis system
(Second Sight Medical Products, Sylmar, CA, USA)
has been approved by theU.S. Food andDrugAdmin-
istration [3–5]. In addition, the Retina Implant Alpha
AMS (preceding Alpha IMS, Retina Implant AG,
Aachen, Germany) has obtained the CE mark in the
European market [6–8]. These artificial devices util-
ize a multielectrode array system. The Argus II retinal
prosthesis system divides a camera-captured image
into 60 pixels, and then, stimulates the living ret-
inal tissues by outputting an electrical current, cor-
responding to a grayscale tone in each pixel, from 60
electrodes implanted in the epiretinal space. The Ret-
ina Implant Alpha AMS has a multielectrode array of
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Figure 1. (a) Structure of retinal tissues and visual information processing. Retina consists of a ganglion cell (GC) layer, a bipolar
cell (BC) layer, and a photoreceptor cell (PC) layer. In normal vision, the photoreceptor cells convert light to electrical signal,
which is then transferred to the brain as visual information. Retinitis pigmentosa is a disease in which the photoreceptor cells are
gradually degenerated. Therefore, the visual information does not reach the brain, which ultimately leads to blindness. Retinal
prostheses, which can stimulate living retinal tissues in substitution for the photoreceptor cells, have been developed to restore
vision. (b) The minimally invasive injector developed for the dye-coupled film. The operability had been confirmed using rabbit
eyes. The dye-coupled film is loaded in the tip of the injector, and then it is directly implanted into the subretinal space. (c) Visual
evoked potential (VEP) measured in the implantation test into monkey eye. The blue line and the red line represent the VEP
before and after the dye-coupled film was implanted, respectively.

1500 units, and each unit consists of a light-sensitive
micro photodiode, an amplifier, and an electrode. In
each unit, light sensed by the photodiode is amplified,
and then, electrical current is output from the elec-
trode to stimulate the retinal cells. The electrode array
system, however, has some disadvantages, including
its high price and the need for an external electro-
motive force from a power control unit to output
voltage pulses at the electrodes. In addition, the sur-
gical implantation of these devices requires sophistic-
ated techniques. Therefore, there is a need to develop
a retinal prosthesis that can overcome these problems.

Since a photoelectric dye [9, 10], which absorbs
light and then converts photon energy to electric
potential, has been previously shown to stimulate
retinal neurons [11], we were interested in devel-
oping a retinal prosthesis using photoelectric dyes.
Photoelectric dyes cannot be implanted in the retina
because of their powdery nature. Therefore, we selec-
ted a thin polyethylene (PE) film as the substrate. It
was, however, difficult to chemically modify the PE
film surface because of the high stability of PE. We
had previously developed a new method to select-
ively introduce carboxyl moieties to folding portions
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Figure 2. (a) The synthesis process and the image of the dye-coupled film. Chemical structures of (b) the photoelectric dye and
(c) a lithium bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)imide (LiTFSI).

of PE molecular chains that exist on the PE film sur-
face [12, 13]. Subsequently, a synthesis process for
coupling the photoelectric dyes to carboxyl moiet-
ies was optimized, which led to the development of
the Okayama University-type retinal prosthesis, i.e.
the dye-coupled film (figure 2(a)) [14–17]. All biolo-
gical safety tests for medical devices have been com-
pleted, and it was proved that the dye-coupled film
has no toxicity. It was also shown that vision of retinal
dystrophic rats (RCS rats) was recovered by implant-
ing the dye-coupled film into the eyes [18–21]. In
addition, the minimally invasive injector had been
developed to safely and easily implant the dye-
coupled film into subretinal space by vitreous surgery,
and then the operability had been ensured by using
rabbit eyes as shown in figure 1(b) [22]. As the final
stage toward human clinical trials, the dye-coupled
film was implanted into monkey eye with macular
degeneration to clarify its effectiveness. Visual evoked
potential (VEP), which is the electrical signal recor-
ded at the scalp over the occipital cortex in response
to light stimulus, wasmeasured to investigate whether
the dye-coupled film works properly as an artificial
retina (figure 1(c)). The amplitude of VEP, which had
been reduced due tomacular degeneration, recovered
one month after the implantation, and then main-
tained its level over five months, which demonstrates
the effectiveness of the dye-coupled film [23, 24].
It was also found that the dye amount existing on
the film surface was gradually decreased during five
months of the implantation. Consequently, a current
problem of the dye-coupled film toward industrializ-
ation is its long-term durability.

The photoelectric dye consists of a cation
with photoresponsivity and a bromide ion (Br−)
(figure 2(b)). We focused on anion-exchange reac-
tions that can improve such chemical properties as
thermal stability, hydrophilicity, and ionic conduct-
ivity [25, 26]. It has been reported that, in thermal
gravimetric analysis, the temperature at which a
sample starts to experience weight loss increases as
the nucleophilicity of anions decreases [27]. In other
words, the exchange to anions with lower nucleo-
philicity is expected to stabilize the chemical struc-
ture of the dye-coupled film. In this study, lith-
ium bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)imide (LiTFSI,
figure 2(c)) was selected for the anion exchange to
develop a next-generation retinal prosthesis with
bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)imide ion (TFSI−)
instead of Br−, which is expected to exhibit long-term
durability. Since it is difficult to conduct implant-
ation tests in monkeys’ eyes over five months to
evaluate the long-term durability, the amount of
dye on the dye-coupled film before and after the
implantation test was quantitatively evaluated. Sub-
sequently, an accelerated aging (AA) durability test
in phosphate-buffered saline at high temperatures
was conducted to evaluate the long-term durability
of the dye-coupled film in an in vitro environment
and in a short period [28–30]. Then, the AA dur-
ability was quantitatively compared with the change
in the amount of dye during the implantation test.
Next, elemental analyses were performed on the dye-
coupled film before and after the anion-exchange
reaction to confirm the occurrence of the reaction.
Finally, the photoresponsivity and the durability
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of the dye-coupled film before and after the anion-
exchange reaction were evaluated.

2. Experimental section

2.1. Preparation of normal dye-coupled film
A piece of Teflon film was placed on an aluminum
plate, and high-density PE (HDPE) powder (30 mg,
Mw = 1.5 × 105) was placed on the center of the
plate. The HDPE powder was then sandwiched with
another Teflon film and aluminum plate. Vacuum
pressing was implemented at 160 ◦C using a vacuum
heating press (IMC-11FD, Imoto machinery Co.).
After pressing, the sample was rapidly cooled in ice
water to prepare a thin crystallized PE film (thick-
ness: 30 ± 5 µm), which was added along with
fuming nitric acid (100 ml) into a four-neck flask
equipped with a Dimroth condenser. The flask was
placed in an oil bath at 80 ◦C for 14 min. The film
treated with fuming nitric acid was washed with
ultrapure water (Direct-Q 3 UV, Merck Millipore)
until the pH of the water reached neutral, and was
then dried for 24 h. The film was immersed in a
stoppered flask containing chlorobenzene (75 ml),
ethylenediamine (2.6 µl, 4.0 × 10−5 mol), and
N,N ′-dicyclohexylcarbodiimide (DCC, 8.25 mg,
4.0× 10−5 mol). The contents were stirred at 50 rpm
using a shaking water bath (NTS-4000AM, EYELA)
and reacted at 35 ◦C for 48 h. After the reaction, the
film was washed with chlorobenzene. The photo-
electric dye (20 mg, 4.0 × 10−5 mol), chlorobenzene
(75 ml), and DCC (8.25 mg, 4.0 × 10−5 mol) were
added in a stoppered flask. The photoelectric dyes
were dispersed by ultrasonic irradiation for 30 min
using an ultrasonic bath (2510J-MT, BRANSON).
The diamine-modified film was then immersed in

the flask. The contents were stirred at 50 rpm and
reacted at 35 ◦C for 48 h using the shaking water
bath. After the reaction, the film was washed with
chlorobenzene and ultrapure water, and was then
dried.

2.2. Preparation of anion-exchanged (AE)
dye-coupled film
LiTFSI (1.0M) was added in acetonitrile. The normal
dye-coupled film was immersed in the solution and
reacted in a water bath at 50 ◦C in a dark environ-
ment for 3 d. After the reaction, the film was washed
with methanol, and was then dried. The dye-coupled
film before and after the anion-exchange reaction are
named normal dye-coupled film and AE dye-coupled
film, respectively.

2.3. Chemical properties
The absorbance spectra of the dye-coupled films were
obtained using anUV–vis spectrophotometer with an
integrating sphere unit (V-750 and PIV-756, JASCO
Corporation, Tokyo, Japan), and the baseline absorb-
ance was obtained using a plain PE film. The absorb-
ance was measured in a wavelength range of 300–
800 nm. The maximum absorbance between 400
and 600 nm was used to quantitatively compare the
amounts of dye on the film. The absorbance spectra of
the dye-coupled films before and after the implanta-
tion test in the monkey’s eye for five months and used
for the durability tests (see next section) were meas-
ured under the above conditions. The number (N)
of dye-coupled films examined after the implantation
test is one (N = 1). The residual rates of the amount
of dye after the implantation test and during the dur-
ability tests were calculated using equations (1) and
(2), respectively, as follows:

Residual rate of dye amount [%] =
Absorbance value after the implantation test [−]

Absorbance value before the implantation test [−]
× 100 (1)

Residual rate of dye amount [%] =
Absorbance value after standing in saline solution [−]

Absorbance value at 0th month [−]
× 100. (2)

The elemental analyses of the dye-coupled films
were evaluated using a scanning electron micro-
scope (SEM; JEOL JSM-IT100) equipped with an
energy-dispersive x-ray spectroscopy apparatus. The
acceleration voltage was 15 keV. The anion-exchange
rate was calculated by ZAF correction method.

The light-induced electrical potential on the
dye-coupled films was measured with a scanning
Kelvin probe (SKP) system (SKP5050, KP Techno-
logy, Ltd, Highlands and Islands, UK) [31–33]. The
entire measuring system was placed in a humidity-
controlled box. The light intensity was controlled by
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a surface photovoltage spectroscopy (SPS) module
(SPS040, KP Technology). Incident light was irradi-
ated while gradually increasing the light intensity, and
the change in surface electrical potential was meas-
ured. The electrical potential value at a light intensity
of 2500 arbitrary unit (A.U.), which is nearly equal to
300 lux, was used for comparison.

2.4. Durability tests
Nine normal dye-coupled films having different
absorbance were used for the durability test using
phosphate-buffered saline (PBS, pH 7.2, containing
0.90 w/v% sodium chloride, 0.0726 w/v% di-sodium
hydrogenphosphate heptahydrate, and 0.021 w/v%
potassium dihydrogenphosphate) at 35 ◦C in real-
time (RT). The normal dye-coupled film and PBS
were put in a sample tube and allowed to stand in a
water bath at 35 ◦C in a dark environment for seven
months. The absorbance spectra were measured in
months 0, 1, 3, 5, and 7. Five normal dye-coupled
films and five AE dye-coupled films were employed
for the AA durability test using PBS at 60 ◦C. The nor-
mal or the AE dye-coupled film and PBS were put in
a sample tube, which was then placed in a water bath
at 60 ◦C and allowed to stand in a dark environment
for 7 or 21 d. The absorbance spectra were measured
every day.

An AA factor (AAF) between the RT and the
AA durability tests can be approximated by the ten-
degree rule (equation (3)), developed around the col-
lision theory-based Arrhenius model [28–30].

AAF= Q(TRT−TAA)/10
10 (3)

where TRT and TAA are the temperatures in the RT
and AA durability tests, respectively. In addition, Q10

of 2 was adopted as the coefficient of the reaction
rate, which is appropriate for a wide range of medical
polymers [29].

For the normal dye-coupled film, the correla-
tion between the experimental results and the predic-
tion obtained usingAAFwas quantitatively evaluated.
Next, the temporal changes in the residual rate of the
amount of dye on the implantation in the monkey’s
eye (normal dye-coupled film), the RT durability test
in PBS at 35 ◦C (normal dye-coupled film), and the
AA durability test in PBS at 60 ◦C (normal and AE
dye-coupled films) were compared.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Dye amount on the dye-coupled film
implanted in monkey’s eye
The dye amount on the dye-coupled filmwas quantit-
atively evaluated using the UV–vis spectroscopy. The
absorbance spectra of the dye-coupled film before
and after the implantation test in the monkey’s eye
are shown in figure 3. Since the color of the dye-
coupled film is red, it absorbs in the green wavelength

Figure 3. Absorbance spectra of the dye-coupled film
before (black line) and after (gray line) five months of
implantation test in the monkey’s eye. One dye-coupled
film was quantitatively evaluated after the implantation test.

range (495–570 nm), which is the complementary
color. The maximum absorbance value between 400
and 600 nm was used to compare the dye amount
on the film. The maximum values of the dye-coupled
film before and after the implantation test were 0.096
[−] and 0.032 [−], respectively. The residual rate of
the dye amount after the implantation test calculated
using equation (1) was 33.5%.

3.2.Durability tests conducted in an in vitro
environment and in a short period
3.2.1. Durability test in RT using PBS at 35 ◦C
Durability tests were conducted in PBS at 35 ◦C,
which is a condition similar to that of an in vivo
environment, to clarify, without using animal sub-
jects, how the amount of dye on the film changes over-
time during the implantation in the monkey’s eye.
In addition, nine dye-coupled films having different
absorbance were selected to investigate the effect of
the initial amount of dye on its change with time. The
maximum absorbance of the nine dye-coupled films
after standing in PBS for 0, 1, 3, 5, and 7 months
are shown in figure 4(a). The absorbance of each of
the nine dye-coupled films gradually decreased while
approaching a steady state. The samples with higher
initial absorbance exhibited higher absorbance on the
seventh month, and those with lower initial absorb-
ance showed lower absorbance on the seventhmonth.
Subsequently, to elucidate the correlation in the tem-
poral changes in the amount of dye among the nine
dye-coupled films, all the absorbance were converted
to residual rates of the amount of dye using equation
(2). The average values of the residual rates and their
standard deviations are shown in figure 4(b). The
changes recorded with time in the nine dye-coupled
films were similar because the standard deviations
were small. Therefore, it was ascertained that tem-
poral changes can be compared using the residual
rate of the amount of dye, irrespective of the ini-
tial absorbance. In addition, the residual rate of the
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Figure 4. (a) Comparison of the durability tests on nine dye-coupled films with different amounts of dyes in PBS at 35 ◦C for
seven months. Each plot represents the maximum absorbance extracted from the respective absorbance spectra. (b) Average
residual rates of dye amount and their standard deviations calculated from figure 4(a). (c) Average residual rates of amounts of
dye and their standard deviations for durability tests on five dye-coupled films in PBS at 60 ◦C for seven days. (d) Comparison
between durability tests in PBS at 35 ◦C (green circles) and 60 ◦C (blue triangles). The black circles represent the predictions
obtained by dividing the experimental result in PBS at 35 ◦C (green circles) by 5.66 (AAF). The time scales of the horizontal axes
are the same. The residual rates were calculated using equation (2).

amount of dye after standing in PBS at 35 ◦C for five
months was 34.1% and the residual rate after being
implanted in the monkey’s eye for five months was
33.5%. Since the in vivo residual rates were the same
as that in PBS at 35 ◦C, it can be concluded that the
amount of dye decreases at the same rate in both con-
ditions, which demonstrates that the change in the
amount of dye overtime in an in vivo environment can
be reproduced without using animal subjects.

3.2.2. AA durability test using PBS at 60 ◦C
Therewas a correlation between the temporal changes
in residual rate in the monkey’s eye and those in the
PBS at 35 ◦C. Nevertheless, it is necessary to evaluate
the long-term durability in a short period. We, there-
fore, focused on a method to decompose the dye-
coupled film in a short period at a high temperat-
ure [28–30]. Figure 4(c) shows the temporal change
in the residual rate of the dye-coupled film in PBS
at 60 ◦C. It reached 35.9% on the fifth day, which
is almost the same value obtained in the monkey’s
eye and in PBS at 35 ◦C in the fifth month. Hence, it
was ascertained that the residual rates of the amount
of dye after standing for one month in the mon-
key’s eye or PBS at 35 ◦C were the same as those in
PBS at 60 ◦C after standing for one day. The AAF

between the experimental results was assumed to be
∼30 because one day at 60 ◦C corresponds to 30 d at
35 ◦C.

The AAF between the RT durability test at
TRT= 35 ◦Cand theAAdurability test atTAA= 60 ◦C
was calculated for the prediction as follows:

AAF= Q(TRT−TAA)/10
10 = 2∆T/10 = 5.66. (4)

AAF = 5.66 implies that one day at 60 ◦C (TAA)
is equivalent to 5.66 d at 35 ◦C (TRT). The accel-
eration factor (∼30) between the experimental res-
ults in PBS at 35 ◦C and 60 ◦C was much larger
than that (5.66) predicted based on the ten-degree
rule. As shown in figure 4(d), the residual rate of
the amount of dye in the experiment using PBS at
60 ◦C (blue triangles) rapidly decreased, compared
with the prediction (black circles) obtained by divid-
ing the experimental result of the PBS at 35 ◦C (green
circles) by 5.66 (AAF). The difference is attributed to
the low thermal stability of photoelectric dyes, hydro-
lysis of amide bonds, and diffusion in PBS. It was
reported that the activation energy in the Arrhenius
equation becomes large at higher temperatures [34].
In other words, the thermal degradation of a mater-
ial accelerates nonlinearly as temperature increases.
Herein, the photoelectric dye began to decompose in
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Figure 5. The chemical structures, images, and elemental analyses of (a) the normal dye-coupled film and (b) the
anion-exchanged (AE) dye-coupled film.

the air at ∼125 ◦C, as shown in figure S1 (available
online at stacks.iop.org/BMM/16/045001/mmedia)
of Supporting Information. In addition, the pho-
toelectric dyes were selectively coupled to the film
surface. Therefore, diffusion at the solid–liquid inter-
face between the dyes coupled to the film surface and
PBS increased as TAA increased, which accelerates the
degradation of such chemical bonds as the amide
bonds and the dye molecules. Therefore, the reac-
tion rate coefficient Q10 for the dyes coupled to the
film surface is assumed to be greater than 2 because
the dyes are likely to be thermally unstable and are
affected by the diffusion in PBS at 60 ◦C compared
with ordinal medical polymers, which obey the ten-
degree rule with Q10 = 2. The larger Q10 resulted in a
higher AAF. It was experimentally confirmed that the
durability of the dye-coupled film for one day in PBS
at 60 ◦C corresponds to that for one month in PBS at
35 ◦C, and its AAF is ∼30. It also demonstrates that
the long-term durability of the dye-coupled film can
be evaluated in an in vitro environment and in a short
period of one-thirtieth by utilizing PBS at 60 ◦C.

3.3. Chemical properties of the dye-coupled film
before and after anion-exchange reaction
3.3.1. Elemental analysis
The chemical structures, images, and elemental ana-
lyses of the normal dye-coupled film and the AE
dye-coupled film are shown in figures 5(a) and
(b), respectively. Bromine (Br) is the characteristic

element in the normal dye-coupled film, and fluor-
ine (F), which stems from TFSI−, is the character-
istic element in the AE dye-coupled film. TheKα lines
of carbon (C), nitrogen (N), oxygen (O), and fluor-
ine (F) would be expected to appear around 0.277,
0.392, 0.525, and 0.677 keV, respectively. In addi-
tion, a peak derived from the Lα line of the Br ele-
ment should be obtained around 1.48 keV [35]. In the
elemental analysis of the normal dye-coupled film,
no peak derived from the Kα line of the F element
was observed, and the peak derived from the Lα line
of Br appeared around 1.48 keV. This indicated that
the anion-exchange reaction could be applied to the
normal dye-coupled film because Br anions were not
lost during the preparation process. The peak derived
from the Kα line of F was obtained around 0.677 keV
on the AE dye-coupled film. Therefore, it was con-
firmed that the anion-exchange reaction occurred.
However, since the peak of Br was also present in
the elemental analysis of the AE dye-coupled film, Br
anions were not completely exchanged. The exchange
rate from Br− to TFSI− was estimated to be 36.3%,
which is most likely because TFSI− has lower nucleo-
philicity and larger steric hindrance than Br− due to
its larger molecular size [27].

3.3.2. Light-induced surface electrical potential
In our previous study, photoresponsivity of the
dye-coupled film was measured by using the SKP
system [31–33]. The light intensity dependence of
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Figure 6. Light intensity dependence of light-induced surface electrical potential on (a) the normal dye-coupled film and (b) the
anion-exchanged (AE) dye-coupled film.

Figure 7. Comparison of durability tests using the normal dye-coupled film and the anion-exchanged (AE) dye-coupled film. The
black rhombuses, green circles, and blue triangles represent the temporal changes in the residual rate of the amount of dye in the
implantation test in the monkey’s eye, the real-time (RT) durability test in PBS at 35 ◦C, and the accelerated aging (AA) durability
test in PBS at 60 ◦C using the normal dye-coupled film, respectively. The red squares represent the residual rate of the amount of
dye with time on the AA durability test in PBS at 60 ◦C using the AE dye-coupled film. The residual rates were calculated using
equation (2). The time scale of the horizontal axes was set such that one day in the AA durability test corresponds to one month in
the RT durability test.

the light-induced electrical potential on the normal
dye-coupled film and the AE dye-coupled film are
shown in figures 6(a) and (b), respectively. Both dye-
coupled films before and after the anion exchange
showed photoresponsivity. The electrical potential
was dependent on the light intensity and became lar-
ger as the irradiated light became brighter. In other
words, the anion-exchange method allowed chan-
ging Br anions to TFSI anions without losing the

photoresponsivity of the cation, and the AE dye-
coupled film exhibited photoresponsivity even after
the anion-exchange reaction. It has been previously
shown that retinal photoreceptor cells of a mouse
generate electrical potential of several tens of mV in
response to external light stimulus [36]. In the present
study, the surface electrical potential was around
95 mV at 2500 A.U. (300 lux), which is nearly equal
to sunset light. Therefore, it can be assumed that
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Figure 8. Elemental analysis of the anion-exchanged (AE)
dye-coupled film after the accelerated aging durability test
in PBS at 60 ◦C for 21 d.

the dye-coupled film can generate sufficient electrical
potential to stimulate retinal tissues in substitution of
photoreceptor cells.

3.3.3. AA durability test using PBS at 60 ◦C
Figure 7 shows the AA durability test in PBS at 60 ◦C
for the AE dye-coupled film (red squares). For com-
parison, the temporal changes in the residual rate of
the normal dye-coupled film on the implantation in
the monkey’s eye (black rhombuses), the RT durab-
ility test in PBS at 35 ◦C (green circles), and the AA
durability test in PBS at 60 ◦C (blue triangles) are
also shown in figure 7. The residual rates of the nor-
mal dye-coupled film reached about 34% on the fifth
day or the fifth month under any condition. On the
other hand, the residual rate of the AE dye-coupled
film reached 33.0% on the sixteenth day by standing
in PBS at 60 ◦C. In addition, the half decay periods of
the normal and the AE dye-coupled films were three
and eight days, respectively. Therefore, the long-term
durability of the AE dye-coupled film was improved
by 270%–320% relative to that of the normal dye-
coupled film. The elemental analysis of the AE dye-
coupled film after standing in PBS at 60 ◦C for 21 d
is shown in figure 8. It was confirmed that TFSI− was
present on the film surface, even after the durability
test, because the peak corresponding to the F element
was present. In addition, the rate of exchange from
Br− to TFSI− was 25.6%. This result indicates that
the effect of TFSI− remained throughout the period
of the durability test.

4. Conclusions

Through a five-month implantation test in a mon-
key’s eye, it was obtained that the amount of dye
on a normal dye-coupled film gradually decreases.
To improve the long-term durability of the nor-
mal dye-coupled film, we conducted anion-exchange
reactions. Generally, the evaluation of the durability
using animal subjects is costly and time-consuming.

These problems were overcome in this study; we
obtained that the temporal change in the amount of
dye in amonkey’s eye can be reproduced in an in vitro
environment and in a short period of one-thirtieth
by standing in PBS at 60 ◦C. In addition, the con-
dition to exchange Br−, the anions of the normal
dye-coupled film, to TFSI− was established, and an
AE dye-coupled film was developed. The long-term
durability of the AE dye-coupled film was improved
by 270%–320% relative to that of the normal dye-
coupled film. The anion-exchange reaction effectively
improved the long-termdurability of the dye-coupled
film, which resulted in the development of a next-
generation retinal prosthesis.
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